myPerspectives prepares students to be successful on high stakes tests like the SAT™ and ACT™ by helping students break down and analyze complex readings, building their vocabulary utilizing generative strategies, promoting student confidence and ownership in their learning, and giving students practice with online assessments that mimic the types of formats that they will be required to use.

With myPerspectives, students always:

- Encounter literature and media that reflect important classic, contemporary, informational, and literary works that also connect to other content areas like Social Studies, History, Math, Sciences, and the arts as well as to current events

- Use Text Evidence to support their responses and writing

Preparing Students for High Stakes Assessments
• Develop generative vocabulary strategies that help them tackle real world vocabulary and focus on using words in context

• Synthesize their learning beyond the text that was read with meaningful performance-based tasks and assessments that require students to demonstrate their knowledge and application of that knowledge

• Practice technology-enabled test items in the same formats that they will encounter on next generation assessments

myPerspectives also includes detailed SAT® and ACT® Correlations for lesson planning support in preparing students for the tests.

Additional College Test Prep Banks on Savvas Realize offer SAT and ACT format test-taking practice.